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Krampus Night
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Krampus Night
about is
Krampus
almost here!
Night The Krampus, a mythical horned creature of ancient Germanic
legend, is often seen in folklore accompanying St. Nick and punishing wicked children. Its
story?and the festivities surrounding it?has experienced a recent surge of popularity, with
marches and parades throughout the winter holidays in Europe and the United States. Read
more
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Rumble, Vol. 1: What Color of Darkness by
John Arcudi
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An ancient god of war out for vengeance, a lonely bartender, and an angry fire demon all walk
into a bar. Sounds like the start of a joke, right? Well, that's almost correct.
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monsters feud over
thousands of years to decide the fate of humanity. Humans have a mighty champion in the war
god Rathraq, who fights to make sure humankind can flourish in safety?but he's betrayed and
imprisoned for thousands of years. Now Rathraq's soul has been released and forced to inhabit
a scarecrow, but this won't stop his quest for revenge. Aided by the bartender Bobby, who's just
trying to get by in life, Rathraq hunts for the monster queen who stole his body, clashes with an
outsized fire demon, and confronts a world starkly different than the one he remembers. Read
more
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Magnus Chase and the Hammer of Thor by
Rick Riordan
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Winner of the 2017 Stonewall Book Award for Children's and Young Adult Literature, Magnus
Chase and the Hammer of Thor marks Rick Riordan?s return to the world of Asgard. Picking up
right after their triumph at the end of the previous story, Magnus Chase and company must now
retrieve Thor?s hammer, Mjolnir, before the giants invade and destroy Earth. So overall, just
your average day really. Filled with Riordan?s trademark research, interpretative genius, and wit,
The Hammer of Thor will satisfy die-hard fans and likely make some new ones, as he tackles
issues of race, religion, representation, and gender. Read more
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